LET THE HOLIDAY BEGIN − KICK BACK AND RELAX ON COMFY OUTWELL CHAIRS, SOFAS AND
LOUNGERS
Scandinavian outdoor specialist, Outwell, has
expanded its furniture collections to add more
choice that successfully combines performance
and comfort with contemporary style that will
grace any tent, caravan, motorhome or patio.
Home comfort and convenient packed size are
top priorities in the 2020 Furniture Collections
alongside the Scandinavian brand’s signature
emphasis on innovation, quality and design
excellence. And the furniture collections each
address the needs and aspirations of outdoor
families and friends no matter their outdoor life.
Expanded and updated for 2020, the popular Relax light and sturdy
folding furniture offers outstanding comfort. Stable, comfortable and
supportive designs combine rugged steel frames with durable, well
padded, two-tone and solid fabrics. News for 2020 includes the
addition of the Fremont Lake chair (pictured left) with a wide fit, the
small packed size Tally Lake (pictured left) with high back and arm
support, plus the dual-function, multi-position Fontana Lake
bed/sunbed (pictured below right).
With five superb chairs offering a wide range of
options, Comfort folding furniture delivers
outstanding comfort. Each style has a durable, smart
diamond pattern fabric over sturdy steel frames; all
chairs feature armrests and cupholders. The neat
packed size makes transport easy whilst their dual
functionality as chairs for relaxing and dining extends
versatility. New for 2020, the small packed size
Draycote chair (pictured left) that features a high
back and supportive armrests.
With colour options in ingenious folding styles, the
lightweight chairs in the proven Leisure Collection all
deliver quality support and superb comfort. The practical
design of the sturdy, powder-coated steel frames ensures
all open smoothly and pack away easily into carry bags. New
for 2020 is the Catamarca Sofa (pictured right) with a high
back and wide seat, but a small packed size volume. The
seat height allows it to be used as dining chair and it has a
handy cupholder. Also new is the Goya XL (pictured left)
with a maximum load of 150 kg.

The Ergo Supreme Collection is all-new for 2020 with designs enjoying
full padding for top comfort. All are made in a smart, durable two-tone
fabric/400D snowy fabric with a 500D polyester solid colour at the
back. The Fernley (pictured left), Trenton and Marana chairs feature
an integrated head rest, seven position adjustment and can have the
Henderson footrest attached. The Evansville lounger has an integrated
headrest, locking adjustable positions and a side table with cupholder
whilst the Gresham sunbed (pictured right) has five position support
and a detachable pillow.
With versatile designs and practical features, the four Ergo Core
lightweight, comfortable chairs, a lounger and a sunbed offers young
and fresh designs that are light, easy to pack away and ideal for
holidays on the move in tents or campervans. For 2020,
established models are joined by the adjustable Tenby sunbed
Ramsgate adjustable lounger with removable pillow (pictured left) and
Cromer high back, five position chair with built-in-pillow (pictured
right).
Suitable for indoor and outdoor use, the Inflatable Furniture
Collection continues to offer home comfort and style in a variety of
smart, comfortable and functional designs. The luxurious Ergo Flexi
range of padded cushion chairs, loungers, bed and a footrest benefits
also remains unchanged with campers appreciating the quick-drying
foam padding, Textiline mesh fabric and easy grip armrests. The smart
and practical Ergo Prime chairs, loungers and stools focuses timeproven best-sellers that are easily adjusted to suit individual needs and
pack away neatly for transport.
For further information about all Outwell furniture collections, including prices, and to find your
nearest dealer, visit outwell.com
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